The authors presented the formalized theory for identification of genotypes on phenotypes in modern breeding technologies. As a base the authors proposed the mathematical models of «genotype-environment» interaction, for which they solves an inverse informational problem during the estimation of sizes of no observed action of seven genetic-physiological system on selected quantitative traits to be improved.
Basic principles of modeling the system of "genotype-environment" interaction and possible ways of using the proposed models in solving basic problems of modern genetics and breeding were discussed in detail previously (1) . The most important tasks solved my means of these models are ( Figure 1 ): evaluation of the mechanisms of transgressions and selection of parental pairs for obtaining a desired result of crossing; estimation of the contributions (eg., to productivity) of genetic-physiological systems of the parents; prediction of transgressions of breeding traits in offspring; crossing and obtaining F 2 population; identification of genotypes on the base of phenotypes. These tasks are closely associated as aspects of one generalized task -effective management of successive stages of a genetic-breeding process. Development of the theory for solving this problem may open a prospect for significant advances of modern genetics . As it can be seen from the scheme (Fig. 1 ), these main tasks are interrelated in a closed cycle of control over the process. The first step is selection of parental pairs capable to provide the desired result of crossing; this process can be optimized using the task of predicting results of such cross. In this case, real results are analyzed at the stage of identification of genotypes by phenotypes and they are used to correct the model for prediction of results of crosses. Each of these stages operates by mathematical models of "genotype-environment" interaction.
Gen er a l sch em e for i den t i fi ca t i on of gen ot ype s on ph en ot yp es. Even though this task is the fifth on the diagram (Fig. 1) , it touches upon some fundamental principles that facilitate formulation and solving other tasks.
In the matter, selection of genotypes by phenotypes is the informational task quite difficult for scientific classification. Its target is identification (or creation) of a genotype having the maximum number of positive expressions of specified breeding traits (BRT). That's why the algorithm of this task is based on the principle of background traits (2) and the principle of multi-directional shifts of an individual's quantitative character caused by genetic and environmental causes in two-dimensional coordinates of a trait (3) .
An ideal background trait (BGT) has zero genotypic variance, so it only reflects ecological variation of environmental limfactor (2). Therefore, an individual with above-zero deviation from mean level of BGT over a population is plus-modification in the best microecological niche. At the same time, if this individual shows a positive shift of BRT relative its mean level in population, this is a common modification not significant for selection. However, if another individual has BGT expressed at the average level of population and BRT shifted positively over its mean value in population, this is recombination (or mutation) that must be selected for further use in productive breeding work.
Concerning a particular individual, the phenomenon of multi-directional shifts (3) allows quantifying how much the deviation a trait from a mean level of population is determined by its genotype, and to what extent -by environmental factors. BGT may be sensitive to many factors that cause shifts of BRT except the one of genetic reasons to which BGT is insensitive or it responds "orthogonally" to BRT. In fact, this phenomenon is the base of algorithms for identification of genotypes by phenotypes.
The informational situation for a current task should be itemized. In the view of the abovementioned concepts, the task of identification of genotypes on phenotypes is based on identification of BGTs and BRTs according to which a particular individual can or can't be selected as proper for further breeding. There's the mathematical model "genotype-environment" for prediction of quantitative traits in individuals or populations (1). Along with it, a breeder has the data about all influencing environmental factors (both controlled and uncontrolled) monitored for a whole growing season, as well as real parameters of growth and development of individuals and populations recorded from sowing to final quantitative results assumed here as traits. Individuals must be to classified by final output, and such classification would divide the whole set of phenotypes of a new splitting generation to subsets of genotypes with different groups of quantitative traits some of which are economically important. These selected subsets may include a very small number of animals, or even few ones. Since the formation of such subsets is based on modeling the state of each individual (as essential step of correct classification), after completion of this process it is advisable to determine boundaries of the subsets, which then will simplify classification of individuals in other generations without modeling them. Using this approach, the first stage of classification is training with "imperfect (real) teacher" -mathematical models of particular individuals. The result of this training is determining the number of possible classes and revealing the boundaries of subsets of classes. The second stage of solving the task actually is an operative classification of individuals' genotypes on the base of their phenotypic characteristics. Figure 2 shows the schematized algorithm of classification of genotypes by phenotypes. In modeling of the abovementioned algorithm for general classification of genotypes, it should be briefly noted the evolution of mathematical models used in modern genetics. At first, there were two earliest models describing relations of genes and traits -the model of G. Mendel (4) and the model of R. Fisher, K. Mather, and S. Wright (5) . The third one dated 1984 was the model of ecogenetic organization of quantitative traits (MEGOQT) (6) along with its 23 conclusions theoretically predicted and experimentally confirmed in 1984-2008. The most important of them are used to predict and determine the nature of transgressions, ecologically dependent heterosis, change of sign and value of genotypic and genetic (additive) correlations, effects of genotype-environment interaction, changes in number of genes and the amplitude of genetic variation of production traits, genetic homeostasis, etc. (7) . In 2008, operability of this model was conclusively demonstrated at the molecular level during the research performed in collaboration with German scientists and geneticists (8) , which allowed ranking the model of 1984 as the theory of eco-genetic organization of quantitative traits (TEGOQT). This theory has changed a classical Fisher's model:
, where  i -phenotypic value of a quantitative trait in i th individual,  -mean value of a quantitative trait over a population,  igenotypic variance relative to a mean level,  i -ecological variance relative to a mean level.
The new proposed model (9) describes integral production trait of i th individual as:
where  i -phenotypic value of productive trait of i th individual;  -mean grain productivity in population;  attr,i -variance of the attraction of photosynthesis products by ear from stems and leaves;  mic,i -variance of microdistribution of the attraction products between grains and chaff in the ear;  ad,i -variance of the adaptive effects in productivity determined from total dry plant biomass;  imm,i -the effect of horizontal immobility on productivity;  ef,i -the effect of "payment" by biomass in response to limiting edaphic factors;  tol,i -variance of tolerance to thickening;  ont,i -variance of genetic diversity in duration of ontogeny phases;  com,i -variance of genetic competitiveness of plants for moisture, nutrition, light, etc.;  com,i -variance of non-genetic competitiveness of plants caused by initial growing conditions;  ont,i -variance caused by ontogenic changes of lim-factors in the period of formation and development of a character;  i -variance associated with environment. Each component of this model presents a specific state of individual's genetic-physiological systems described by a modular structure: 1 -the system of attraction (weight of stem  11 and ear  12 , i.e. commodity and non-commodity parts of a plant); 2 -the system of microdistribution (weight of grain  21 and non-grain  22 parts of the ear -chaff, awns, etc.); 3 -the system of adaptability, i.e. resistance to climatic and chemical environmental stressors (degree of slowing growth processes due to unfavorable factorsstressors, recovery rate and time needed to restore normal growth processes); 4 -the system of polygenic immunity (plant resistance to pests and diseases, synthesis of protective substances and development of defense mechanisms), 5 -the system of susceptibility (response) to doses of soil nutrition elements (sensitivity parameters of production traits to doses of nutrients); 6 -the system of tolerance to thickening (sensitivity parameters of productive traits to high sowing rate); 7 -the system of diversity in duration of ontogeny periods (used in plant breeding to move a critical ontogeny phase away from the onset of environmental stressor).
These parameters of genetic and physiological systems are described firstly in the modular structure of "genotypeenvironment" model for cereal crops (Fig. 3) , and then in the mathematical model of main (output) module (4): [3] , with the following notations: x 1i -grain weight per ear in i th individual; x 2i -weight of chaff per ear; x 3i -weight of straw per ear; u -supply (control) of nitrogen nutrition; f 1 -luminous efficiency factor; f 2 -temperature factor of productivity; f 3 -moisture as a productive factor;  1 … 7 -influence of genetic and physiological systems;  1 ,  2 ,  3 -random disturbances reflecting informational uncertainty of the model; a kj , b ki , c kj , d kj -dynamic parameters of the model. The model [3] can be represented in compact vector-matrix form:
in which all variables and parameters are combined in corresponding vectors and matrixes.
The model [4] shows the state of i th individual where the effect of lim-factors (specific for each individual, as well as the action of genetic-physiological systems) results in perturbances of states of particular individuals and the occurrence of environmental and genetic variances. Such perturbances can be shown as: [5] , where U E , U ц -vectors of sensitivity functions of the module's state to, respectively, ecological and genetic perturbances; E i ,  i -vectors of the diversity of observed ecological factors and unobserved genetic effects.
The expression [5] mathematically reflects contributions of ecological and genetic factors to the model. Along with it, a breeder most often deals to the observed diversity of traits that here are noted as Y i . In this case, classification of genotypes becomes the task of determining the causes of observed diversity of traits in particular individuals compared with mean population value. Finding such cause in ecological factors means the presence of modifications of one genotype, while finding the cause in genetic factors means the presence of a new genotype. This task involves the introduction of a quadratic functional for the quality of classification [6] , whose form reflects "misbalance" of simulated and observed changes of BRT caused by unobserved effects of the seven geneticphysiological systems. Minimizing the criterion [6] for unobserved effects of genetic factors  i with known variation of ecological factors E i (t) allows estimation of contributions from each genetic-physiological system to expression of changes in a particular individual:
[6а]. Now, have established the acceptable region of effects of genetic-physiological systems for particular genotypes  k , where k = 1, 2, 3….K -indices of genotypes (classes), it is possible to determine the decision rule of classification: if [7] . The initial information about variances of ecological factors E i (t) and the observed variances of quantitative traits of i th individual Y i (t) can be treated with the procedure [2] - [7] to reveal its relation to a genotype with specific parameters. Tracing time of each procedure for each class of the subset E k (t), Y k (t) allows distinguishing the boundaries of genotypes in the space of ecological variances and variances of quantitative traits in the form of a special approximating function:
. In this case, the decision rule is expressed as: if if [9] ; where с -threshold value of the rule, one of parameters of the decision rule.
So, the proposed scheme of identification of genotypes by phenotypes shown in Figure 1 was explained in detail. In this scheme, the whole procedure of preliminary separation of genotypes and individuals' modifications corresponds to the stage of training with a "teacher" of more simple decision rule [8] , [9] . Since this algorithm isn't free from errors, this "teacher" is imperfect, or, more exactly, it's "real" (10) .
Al gor i t hm of i den t i fi ca t i on . Introduction of Hamiltonian of the system:
where  -vector of conjugate variables, which is a solution in reversed time of the system [11] .
Considering the introduction of new auxiliary variables, minimization of identification criterion [5] for unobserved effect of genetic-physiological systems becomes a multi-step procedure expressed as:
where j -number of a working iteration in the procedure of minimization of criterion [5] .
Have reached by iterations [12] of specified conditions, the obtained estimates of effects of eco-genetic systems then are designated as  i * . During separation of the obtained values of vectors into subsets of classes according to the rule [7] , it is convenient to express their boundaries as a system of inequalities:
where l -indices of genetic-physiological systems.
The system of inequalities [13] used for separation of individuals within the space of effects of the seven eco-genetic systems then will be named as "eco-genetic portrait" of a genotype, assuming that in the view of the developed TEGOQT theory this is an only possible representation of differences between genotypes.
It should be noted that vectors of effects of genetic-physiological systems  i * serve here only as "labels", or reference points in formation of the subsets of cause-and-effect relations: [15].
These characteristics allow simple description of separating functions of classes (11):
[16], and threshold value с of the rule [9] :
where K is norm of the matrix.
Obviously, that according to [9] each new expression of cause-and-effect relations Z T = [ , Y] T necessitates pairwise comparison of all possible genotypes. As it was already mentioned above, vectors of effects of genetic-physiological systems  i * serve as "labels" in formation of the subsets of cause-and-effect relations: .
However, further solving of breeding tasks should use a statistical variant of the model "ecological perturbation -response of genetic-physiological systems". In this regard, a following identification set should be formed: which allows to assess the parameters of matrix W in the required model:
[18].
The presented way of solving the task operates with one of many modules in the general system "genotype-environment". If required to add other quantitative traits to characteristics of genotypes, dimensionality of the task may be expanded with no changes in the matter of the proposed approach. The important feature of the developed theory of identification of genotypes is its suitability for solving this task through the whole ontogenesis from earliest phenophases (i.e. modules of the lowest hierarchical level) up to terminal output modules of final product. This fact significantly improves reliability of solution and allows more efficient utilization of all genotypic diversity available for a breeder.
Thus, it was proposed the formalized theory of identification of genotypes by their phenotypes that includes evaluation (with mathematical model and special algorithm for optimization) of the values of unobserved contributions of the seven geneticphysiological systems to individual's productivity; classification of individuals using the established system of inequalities for contributions of genetic-physiological systems to individuals' productivity; separating individuals to classes and determining specific subsets of variations of ecological factors and variations of quantitative traits in each class, along with simultaneous evaluation of multidimensional statistical characteristics of these complex subsets; revealing the boundaries of separate classes of genotypes on the base of statistical characteristics of variation of ecological factors and variation of quantitative traits allowing the use of the algorithm for simplified identification of genotypes on phenotypes.
